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Summary

Objective: To define the key concepts which inform whether a system for collecting, aggregating and processing routine clinical data for research is fit for purpose.

Methods: Literature review and shared experiential learning from research using routinely collected data. We excluded socio-cultural issues, and privacy and security issues as our focus was to explore linking clinical data.

Results: Six key concepts describe data: (1) Data quality: the core Overarching concept – Are these data fit for purpose? (2) Data provenance: defined as how data came to be, incorporating the concepts of lineage and pedigree. Mapping this process requires metadata. New variables derived during data analysis have their own provenance. (3) Data extraction errors and (4) Data processing errors, which are the responsibility of the investigator extracting the data but need quantifying. (5) Traceability: the capability to identify the origin of any data cell within the final analysis table essential for good governance, and almost impossible without a formal system of metadata; and (6) Curation: storing data and look-up tables in a way that allows future researchers to carry out further research or review earlier findings.

Conclusion: There are common distinct steps in processing data; the quality of any metadata may be predictive of the quality of the process. Outputs based on routine data should include a review of the process from data origin to curation and publish information about their data provenance and processing method.
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1. Introduction

Findings from International studies are more likely to be generalisable, as the intervention will be tested across a range of cultures, ethnic groups, and health systems. The computerisation of primary care should facilitate that process [1]. However, the type of data collected, the way data are structured and coded, and language used may vary between health systems [2]; creating challenges for the primary care researcher to overcome [3].

Currently, there is no international consensus of how to describe data quality and its usability for research. The Translational Medicine and Patient Safety in Europe (TRANSFoRm) project aims to remove some of the barriers to conducting International research by developing a process which facilitates the conduct of research across European states [4]. The programme has developed two use-cases - simulated data requirements for research studies - to provide a specification against which to test the potential of existing databases for research. However, their utility is limited by a lack of consistency in many of the terms used to define the origin and quality of the data.

We carried out this review to try to define the terms which should be used to define the origin and quality of data. This is needed if primary care research is to grow from studies principally carried out in single countries in networks drawn from a single vendor to international studies which link primary care data to other data sources. These additional sources may be other health providers (e.g. hospitals and clinics); or other health data (e.g. genetic data from biobanks, or disease registry data); or social data.

2. Method

Our method was based on a literature review, workshop discussions, and developing an expert consensus. We carried out a literature review using the ISI Web of Knowledge and Pubmed Medline. We searched using the following key words: provenance, lineage,
pedigree and traceability. We combined the key word in the following ways:
"Data provenance" OR "Provenance of data"
Provenance AND Database
Provenance AND "Service Oriented Architecture"

We repeated these searches for the other key terms. For pedigree we added "NOT genetic*" as searches for pedigree were swamped by descriptions of genetic pedigree.

We also searched for papers about data quality using:
"Data Quality" AND "Medical records systems, computerized" or using as a second search term "Computers", "Classification", or "Family practice".

We took a linear view of the overall research process: from the point of data recording to the creation of the final tables for analysis by the researcher (Fig 1 and 2). We determined that data quality was the overarching concept and that each step of the process needs to have an unambiguous quality descriptor. The role and place of each descriptor was determined by consensus.

We harnessed international informatics expertise from the IMIA (International Medical Informatics Working Group) [5] and EFMI (European Federation for Medical Informatics) [6] Primary care Informatics working groups (PCI WG); and discussed this theme at the WG workshops at the 2010 EFMI conference in Reykjavik, the 2010 IMIA MEDINFO conference in Cape Town, in subsequent email discussions, and within the TRANSFoRm working group.

We excluded broader issues relating to the quality of research data: social and cultural context; health service organisation and study specific issues as they formed part of a previous study [7]. Our investigation was orientated toward family practice, and we only included studies relevant to research which might be relevant to primary care research; albeit that such research often needs to link to other data sources to identify high risk groups or provide health outcomes data.
Similarly, we did not consider consent, governance, privacy or data security issues; including obfuscation or other methods for masking patient identities in aggregated records [8]. Finally we excluded any data migration process between the electronic patient record system (EPR) where the data were recorded and research data repository. There are a range of methods used at this step; most are proprietary and often collect data from a single brand of computer system. There is a dearth of literature about this step, and no ready mechanism to investigate further.

We also tested our data quality model using the TRANSFoRm use-cases: One is a study of the genetics of type 2 diabetes requiring linked primary care and genetic data; the second a study to explore the relationship between gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GORD) and its treatment in primary care with oesophageal cancer. We decided to simulate the likely very different ontologies (concepts and their relationships), informational models and semantic issues around these use-cases; and use them to test the face validity of our definitions.

3. Results

Data Quality

The International Standards Organisation (ISO) defines quality as:

"The totality of features and characteristics of an entity that bears on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs" [9]

This is echoed by the EFMI PCI WG who defined data quality as “fitness for purpose.” [10]

Data quality was initially defined in quantitative terms, using measureable components that give some indication of the validity of the data; data quality was initially defined in terms of completeness and accuracy [11]. Later definitions added the concept of currency [12]: Subsequently, it was defined as the positive predictive value and sensitivity [13] or by its specificity [14].

More recently, definitions have tried to be more analytical. Aqil et al., suggest that comparisons should be made at each step: (1) Comparing what data are collected with information needs; (2) Are all data fields filled and how do they compare with expected levels of completeness; (3) Are data entry timely compared with the norm; and (4) Accuracy should be tested by comparing between records and with other data sources [15]. Arts et al., propose analysis of the whole process, using planned and systematic procedures before, during, and after data collection [16].

Improving the Quality of Data Entry

The quality of data entry for the same clinical scenario will differ between clinicians. It can reflect: the pattern of computer use of the clinician [17]; aspects of the computer interface: for example where picking lists are used for clinical coding the lists can vary between brands apparently using the same coding system [18] and cardiovascular risk scores can vary between brands [19]; or external influences, e.g. Direct transmission of pathology results into the computer system. Moves towards a more service oriented architecture where industry standard tools are used may help standardise processes. For example, semantic lookup services might standardise the way coding systems are accessed and reduce variation in coding between different brands of EPR [20], and an interoperable cardiovascular risk calculator could standardise risk calculation between different EPR systems [21].

There are three principal ways that the quality of data entry can be improved: (1) Feedback ideally through regular meetings and education[22], with or without the provision of token [23] or substantial financial incentives [24]. (2) Use of data entry forms which either facilitate or mandate the collection of a partial or complete dataset [25], or structuring the record in a way that forces linkage between problem and therapy, often referred to as problem orientation [26]. (3) Decision support which either prompts for missing data or which suggest diagnoses [27].

Data Lineage and Provenance

The terms provenance, pedigree, lineage and traceability have all been used to describe the origins of data within the informatics literature. The first references to these were: data lineage in 1991 [28], traceability in 1995 [29], pedigree in 1998 [30], and provenance in 2000 [31].

Data lineage is an output record of all the contributory inputs [32]. Traceability links the outputs to their originating inputs across a system. Data pedigree predominantly refers to the authority of the source; implying that data of good pedigree can be trusted [33].

"Data provenance" first appeared in Medline in 2004 [34]. However, in the broader scientific literature pedigree and data lineage are used as near synonyms [35]. Provenance is a type of metadata, concerned with the history of data, its origin and changes made to it, often including versioning information [36]. Definitions of data provenance include:

"The history, lineage or provenance of a given piece of data provides understanding of how it was that the data came to be as it is. This understanding enables users to validate data by providing the means to examine the processes that produced it, for fitness for purpose, compliance to regulations, replication, validation and examination." [37]

"The provenance of a data item includes information about the processes and source data items that lead to its creation and current representation." [38]

In medical software systems, the data (EPR and instrument data), the workflow (procedures carried out to perform extraction and analysis) and the histories (recording meaningful events in those procedures) may be distributed among several heterogeneous and autonomous...
information systems. Capturing this knowledge requires a provenance framework that is separate from the individual systems, enabling the traceability of the origins of decisions and processes, the information that was available at each step, and where that information came from. In turn, this provides an integrated view of treatment processes, and enables performance analysis and procedure audit of distributed healthcare services.

Data provenance has five potential functions: (1) Understanding and ultimately Improving data quality; (2) Providing an audit trail of the data (this encompasses lineage); (3) Generating replication recipes to allow the process to be reproduced; (4) Providing attribution and ownership of the data (an important feature of pedigree); and (5) Enabling the discovery of new information about a process [39].

A provenance standard has been developed to facilitate collaboration. The Open Provenance Model [40] is designed to meet the following requirements: (1) Allow provenance information to be exchanged between systems, by means of a compatibility layer; (2) Build and share tools; (3) To define the model in a precise, technology-agnostic manner; (4) Support a digital representation of provenance for any „thing”, whether produced by computer systems or not; (5) To define a core set of rules that identify the valid inferences that can be made on provenance graphs. A provenance store can also be defined as part of a workflow based service oriented architecture. There can be single or multiple provenance stores depending on the complexity or requirements of the workflow [41].

We recommend the use of primary data provenance as the overarching term between the point of data entry and the point that the researcher extracts their data; and that that lineage and pedigree are used in data quality as subordinate terms. Lineage is primarily a study of where data comes from and pedigree a term with more emphasis on the quality and trustworthiness of data, though this is not the way pedigree is used within genetics. If the data remains unaltered through subsequent processing then this primary data provenance will apply throughout; however if in the process of extraction, analysis or curation new variables are created then this secondary data will have its own provenance. These different parts of the workflow could have a single or their own provenance store [37].

**Data Extraction Errors**

Taking data from one system to another inevitably involves data loss. The migration process often includes pre-processing to anonymise or completely remove data items that identify individuals. In data extraction difficulties and errors arise because of the different architectures of the heterogeneous distributed systems, the local autonomy of these systems, problems in representational diversity of the same clinical concept, and the potential lack of precise semantic meaning [42]. We suggest the use of this error taxonomy [11] to share errors and facilitate the identification of underlying causation and enable them to be rectified (Table 2).

**Data Aggregation, Linkage and Processing Errors**

More than one source of data may be required to conduct a research study; for example the TRANSFoRm use-cases require primary care and genetic data to conduct one study and primary care and cancer registry data for the other (See scenarios boxes 1 and 2.)

Data aggregation is an eight step process: (1) Design (2) Data entry, (3) Extraction, (4) Migration, (5) Integration, (6) Cleaning, (7) Processing, and (8) Analysis [43]. All these steps involve making assumptions and are prone to error. Steps two and three are dealt with earlier in this paper; and not discussed further. The data processing design has to take into account whether the analysis is using complete data, just coded data, or whether there is access to free text and taking into account missing data [44, 45]. And, the conversion of extracted code into information, namely the process of creating derived new variables. The process of creating derived variables involves, cleaning data to remove non-credible values; grouping the data into categories; using cut points or combining variables to produce a new variable (e.g. calculating cardiovascular risk) [19], relevant to the intended analysis. Any new data created must have its provenance defined; and its own metadata [46].

Data linkage between data sources is becoming more and more important in research based on routine data. There are a number of dimensions to linkage and how it can be facilitated. Registration based health systems where one individual only registers with one primary care provider; and health systems with a unique identifier can more readily link data than those without. More recently systems of private

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Applications of provenance information and overlap with pedigree and lineage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit trail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication recipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Traceability

Traceability is defined as the ability to retain the identity of a product and its origin [48] and can be achieved in large datasets. Traceability of each data item requires tracing the individual who contributed the data and the variable that describes that individual. Within most clinical databases a patient’s name will identify them, but within research databases usually pseudonyms are used which can only be decoded by the clinicians who provided the original data. The variables describing that individual will usually be in a tuple of code-date-value (e.g. 44p is the Read code for cholesterol; 26-Sep-2009 is the date the test was conducted; and 5.5 mmol/l is the result). However to interpret this datum we need to be able to link the data to the extraction query and data about when these data were extracted; for example did the query request the latest, the minimum or the maximum cholesterol value?

The Primary Care Data Quality (PCDQ) programme developed its own metadata [43] to avoid data misinterpretation and to ensure traceability.

Metadata

Metadata is “Data that describes data,” the study of metadata is part of the "Semantic web" which sets out to allow data to be shared and reused across applications; the first set of work in this area was the programme of "Resource Description Frameworks," the process of developing tagged information [49]. The PCDQ metadata just relates to the data source, the content and format of the data. Typically core metadata will contain: (1) Resource, (2) Summary content; (3) Format; and (4) Security descriptors; with additional extensible layers added as needed. The sophistication of the metadata will define what links can be made from a datum to its source. Metadata should

---

Table 2 Types of extraction errors and consequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error type</th>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient record system</td>
<td>Different brands of EPR systems often vary in terms of their interface, the data entry forms etc.</td>
<td>What is correctly coded from the data source’s point of view not necessarily moved across layers correctly. Metadata requirements and audit-trails/ provenance considerations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data extraction tool</td>
<td>The extraction tool implementations may export data differently from one another, requiring different query libraries.</td>
<td>Renders some extracted data unusable. Data collector required to implement separate query libraries, and then re-visit the source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding system variations</td>
<td>Again, vocabularies may vary between brands. Some systems impose their own local codes.</td>
<td>Especially in an international study: Dedicated team required to work on documentation for specific countries/systems. Time constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data architecture</td>
<td>Clinical problems are in many cases represented in different ways. This is even more relevant in an international level, where each implementation may be unique.</td>
<td>Analysis (cluster etc) difficult without introducing a data pre-processing overhead. Data Analyst first needs to translate data often with limited feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System architecture</td>
<td>Variations in the software and hardware being used (or the lack of expertise) can cause problems in the data entry and data extraction layers.</td>
<td>Slow, often limited extraction possibilities, choice of “cheap” system over complete functionality. Less data on available for analysis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Linking data processing activities, traceability and curation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Detail</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>Unique Identifier (UID)</td>
<td>Single registration / ghosts</td>
<td>Defined denominator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding schema</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Local codes</td>
<td>Version at time of study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of data</td>
<td>Coded</td>
<td>Diagnostic Other categories</td>
<td>Include interaction schema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Structured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encounter Type</td>
<td>Free text</td>
<td>Rarely available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction queries</td>
<td>Data All</td>
<td>Health Care Professional</td>
<td>May not have equivalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Selective</td>
<td>Understanding search syntax is vital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date range of query</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPR vendor Practice</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Change in EPR may lead to data loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>Teaching/ Lab links</td>
<td>Ethnicity &amp; deprivation are determinants of health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limiting factors</td>
<td>New practice/ turnover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
help flag related concepts, elements of the data model and help ensure semantic meaning. Provenance information is also often placed into the metadata, for example as XML representations of directed acyclic graphs tracing the origin of data. Meta-data is a key enabler to the emergence of quality measures that are socially constructed from within the community of users of medical data.

Few databases publish their metadata [50]; and if we fail to do this, data risks being misinterpreted when analyzed remote from people who understand the context in which it is recorded.

### Curation of Data

The term curation was defined by Lord et al [51] as an activity that manages and promotes the use of data from its point of creation, ensuring that it is available for discovery and reuse, and fit for purpose. Curation is essential to provide a substrate to access, share and reuse data collections successfully [52]. Interpretation of data may require the simultaneous archiving of the metadata schema; look up tables for clinical codes and drug dictionaries (as without these it is impossible to know the extent of coding choices available to clinicians at the time); data extraction queries; and syntax or code which describe how data were cleaned and processed to create the final analysis variables.

In provenance-enabled systems, the full trace of curation is stored for future querying and analysis, thus enabling full reproducibility and verifiability of the data transformations performed. There may also be lessons for archiving health data from the metadata standards developed for archiving reference works: Reference model for an Open Archival System (OAIS) [53].

### Simulation Using the TRANSFoRm Use-cases

We used the two TRANSFoRm use-cases to simulate ontological issues, scope of the data model and semantic meaning (Tables 4 and 5). The key ontological issues shared across both the use-cases are their ontological richness – or complexity. In both use-cases risk factors are common and complex; co-morbidities are common but not readily predictive; and involve multi-disciplinary care and records. The issues with the data model issues were the complexity of relevant data and scepticism about the reliability of summary data from the specialist repositories. The semantic challenges were largely about type and severity of disease.

#### Table 4 Overview of challenges in the genetic study of type 2 diabetes use-case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Care Data</th>
<th>Genetic database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontological issues</strong></td>
<td>Complex multi-factorial relationship between genes and disease still poorly understood — GWAS are difficult to interpret. Contextual information and an accepted terminology set should make it easier e.g. a positive family history as reflected in a 2–3 generation pedigree/parenogram will allow some assumptions and weighting to be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data model</td>
<td>What genetic information should be included in an EHR? For instance how detailed (granular) should the information be? How useful is the information derived from Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs) or other genetic tests?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantics</td>
<td>How consistent are genetic terms in themselves and in relation to phenotypic terminology? Consider tailored drug prescribing and personalised medicine? Can SNOMED CT deal with the link between primary care clinical terms and genetic terminology?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 5 Overview of challenges in gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) and oesophageal cancer use-case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Care Data</th>
<th>Cancer registry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontological issues</strong></td>
<td>Barrett’s oesophagus (pre-cancerous condition) is common and often symptomless so may be under-reported. Oesophageal cancer is very rare and biopsy of Barrett’s may miss it. Ontology to link alarm symptoms and other risk factors with cancer, including sensitivity and specificity? Need to identify the relevant and valid syntactical aspects of cancer concepts and their relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data model</td>
<td>Inclusion criteria for cancer registry? Case definition used by cancer registry? How should endoscopic and biopsy results be incorporated? - Primary record, extract from hospital record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantics</td>
<td>Consistency of cancer terminology with primary care terminology? National and international criteria for bias, Insured population or other differential access to health care may bias results.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This simulation suggested that omission of data in a study either through not having access to a data source or through invisible exclusion criteria may be as important as knowing the quality of the data that is included (e.g. Over the counter (OTC) pharmacy data). Metadata constructed to support the provenance model, should contain links to the comprehensiveness of the data source as well as what data fields and data types (e.g. free-text) are included.

4. Discussion

Principal findings:
"Black box" processing and reporting of findings based on routine data should no longer be acceptable. More explicit and structured descriptions of the origins of data, and wherever possible the use of open standards should be mandated for studies based on routine data. Auditing the whole process, from data recording to curation, is critical to ensure data quality (Fig 3) in any final published output. Validation of data is impossible unless the provenance of the data, extraction and processing errors are recorded in a structured way and each cell in the final analysis table is traceable. We have separated the primary data provenance, capturing the origin of data records, from the secondary data provenance, tracing the operations performed by the researcher, as the underlying causation is likely to be different. A shared understanding of the relevant ontology, data model and semantic issues are essential, and should be conducted on a study-by-study basis. This output feeds into the metadata schema, which should be published to demonstrate that these processes handle data in a consistent and reliable way; and also what data are not included within a study.

Implications of the findings:
A common set of descriptors of the process from data recording through to the curation of data should be adopted and published as an appendix to studies using routine data as it will improve the ability of researchers to compare data processing methods and understand where data losses may occur. This will be increasingly important for studies involving linked data. We propose that provenance, data extraction and processing errors and curation are used to describe the issues related to the processing of data to produce research outputs and its subsequent archiving respectively. The term traceability should be reserved for the retrospective audit of the data within the final research output. We have made this term the functional aspect of provenance: one of its purposes is to enable traceability. Exploring for each study its ontology, data model and semantic issues will help ensure that the metadata schema meets the needs of the project as well as describing the data quality.

Comparison with the literature:
Central to our study is a belief in an open systems approach to defining and assessing data quality, in keeping with the Toyota Production System [54]. One which is essentially socio-technical, and is efficient not over-burdening the research process, or allow inconsistency.

Much pharmaceutical research uses the methods set out within the Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) including the Biomedical Research Integrated Domain Group (BRIDG)[55] - an internationally recognized standards body [56]. CDISC has also developed a relationship with health level seven (HL-7) which has adopted the BRIDG data analysis model (DAM). In clinical trials the data set is generally complete and there are less challenges in linking records and managing incomplete datasets [57,58].

Statistical process control techniques may provide better mechanisms for the
direct exploration of clinical data, with much less collection and processing overheads [59,60].

Limitations of the method:
This schema is based on experiential learning from those involved in data processing and a literature review; expert consensus of this sort forms the lowest grade of evidence [61]. Prospective studies have not yet tested whether these elements are essential.

Call for further research:
We need to test different approaches and strategies as new web-technologies unfold. The recent emergence of "tagging" in various social computing sites provides the opportunity for enriching meta-data. In the broad context of use, we see this as being used to help users provide meta-data on relevance and quality. In social computing, many of the terms are weak in information content. Allowing the medical community to tag data, or sources of data, may enable the emergence of a socially constructed quality model.

5. Conclusions
If we accept fitness for purpose as the central feature of data quality, then it is essential that our model of data quality be constructed in a way that represents consensus as to best practice amongst its community of users. Consistent description of the process will improve understanding of the validity of research findings based on routinely collected data, and this description should be formalised in the metadata schema. The process from data recording to research output is complex but can be represented as a simple linear model. Prior to embarking on research using routine data investigators should carefully map the process from data recording to curation. A schema of the research process including provenance of the data and the details of data extraction and processing should be developed as a check list and be available for all publications based on routine data.
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